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Project Planning 
•Data Management 
Plans 
•Courses & workshops 
•Technical, 
organizational & legal 
information 
Data processing 
•heiBOX 
•High Performance 
Computing 
•heiCLOUD 
Data Archiving & 
Publication 
•heiDATA 
•heidICON 
•Community-Specific 
Data Portals (under 
construction) 
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heiDATA 
 
 Dataverse-based institutional research data repository 
 Multidisciplinary content, e.g. biophysical simulation data, survey data 
public health, statistical data from experimental economics, text corpora 
from computational linguistics, archeological excavation data...  
 Indexed in Thomson Reuter’s Data Citation Index 
 We run Dataverse 3.6.2 but will migrate soon 
 
heiDATA Dataverse Network 
 
heiDATA 
 
 Currently small data sets (< 2 GB), but requests for publication of potentialy 
large amounts of data (ca. 25 TB/a)  
 Curated data ingest for publication and long-term preservation 
 Data ingest not directly by researchers but mediated by us 
 Enhancing documentation and metadata 
 File formats: Advice on suitable formats, validation checks (Droid, 
JHOVE), conversion (e.g. Coral Draw  SVG or xsl  xslx  csv,…), 
archiving of format documentations 
 Combination with our OMP-based & OJS-based open access publishing 
services: Heidelberg University Publishing plus several publication platforms 
for journals and ebooks as well as repositories 
 
Open Access Publishing at Heidelberg 
University 
Heidelberg University 
Publishing 
• OA ebooks & journals, peer review, 
typesetting, copy editing, pdf, html, PoD 
heiJOURNALS 
• Hosting of ca. 70 OJS journals 
heiBOOKS 
• OMP based platform for Open Access 
ebooks 
heiDOK 
• Institutional repository with over 18,000 
documents  
heiDATA 
• Research data repository 
heidICON 
• Image & multimedia archive containing 
over 430,000 objects 
Where to go? 
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Where to go? 
 
Aims, next steps and open question 
 
 Supporting the culture change towards data sharing & open science  
 Current project to develop tailor-made solutions for individual data 
presentation portals  
 Development of valid solutions for long-term preservation. iRODS and 
Archivmatica based system under construction 
 Cost models for large data volumes (which fit the university‘s organizational 
structure) 
 The future of generic institutional RDM infrastructures? We do understand 
our technical systems as transition systems which might be transfered in 
either subject-specific or general (inter-)national systems. But the 
Competence Centre will stay as counselling and support institution at the 
university. 
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Thank you very much! 
 
Question? Comments? Please get in touch. 
